The functional determinant and vacuum expectation value of a fermion field in an external gauge potential are evaluated in a Thomas-Fermi approximation. This approximation should be valid for slowly varying potentials. The expressions are readily transcribable to a lattice. %'e do not encounter the problem of doubling of fermionic degrees of freedom.
I. INTRODUCTION
The inclusion of fermions in lattice calculations has run into two major problems. The first one is calculational in that Monte Carlo integrations over Grassmann variables cannot be performed and one is forced into approximate numerical methods' for the evaluation of inverses and determinants of functional matrices; an extreme approximation to the determinant consists of setting it identically equal to one2 (quenched approximation). The other difficulty is that the naive continuum limit of fermions on a lattice has too many degrees of freedom. This problem has been dealt with through the introduction of a quadratic term into the Lagrangian for the fermions (Wilson fermions) or by appropriately staggering them on the lat-tice~(Kogut-Susskind fermions). The first method yields an action that is not invariant under chiral transformations, even in the massless fermion limit. The second technique reduces the number of fermionic degrees of freedom but does not completely eliminate the multiplication of fermionic species. These two problems could be avoided should we be able to perform the integrations over the fermions in the continuum resulting in a functional of the gauge potentials. These expressions could then be discretized and placed on a lattice. In this article we shall present an approximate evaluation of the functional determinant for fermions moving in an external gauge potential as well as the expectation value of (Pg).
The approximation we shall use is a variant of the Thomas-Fermi method in that we treat the external gauge potentials as slowly varying. Confinement and chiralsymmetry breaking are long-distance problems and thus rapid short-distance variations of the potentials are not expected to play a dominant role. For technical reasons we shall, for the present, limit ourselves to the gauge group SU(2).
The properties of functional determinants for particles of various spins and isospins moving in constant external potentials were previously studied by Brown and Weisberger.
Although they did discuss the situation of a spin--, ' color--, ' particle moving in such a potential, these authors did not obtain an expression for the functional determinant in a form suitable for the purposes discussed previously. For both the effective action and for (~) we will obtain renormalized expressions.
In a subsequent publication we hope to return to a Monte Carlo calcula-tion using these results.
In Sec. II the Thomas-Fermi approximation for particles moving in external gauge potentials is discussed, with special attention paid to the gauge-invariance properties of this approximation. Conclusions will be given in Sec.
III along with some observations on configurations of gauge potentials that may possibly be responsible for chiral-symmetry breakdown.
The details of the evaluation of the effective action are presented in the Appendix.
II. THOMAS-FERMI APPROXIMATION
The contribution of a single Dirac fermion of mass m moving in an external gauge potential A to the effective action for the gauge potential is -F= x x trlni -m x +const.
2.1
We are working in Euclidean space and the coupling constant is absorbed into the definition of the potential. The gauge potentials themselves are matrix valued. The trace is over all spin and color variables. The other quantity we shall be interested in is the expectation value of Pg. This (2.S) Had we been dealing with the problem of a particle moving in an ordinary potential, this approximation would have consisted of treating the potential-energy term as a constant c number~hose value is the potential energy 33 1113 1986 The American Physical Society at x. Gauge invariance prevents us from treating the potential as a constant; applying a gauge transformation changes it. Before developing a variant of this approximation suitable for this problem we will write a different representation for the function Z(x;ri) of Eq. (2.3). A standard path-integral representation for this function is
where we integrate over all paths that begin and end at x.
The integrand is path ordered both in the color and Dirac matrices. An equivalent expression is
The first path ordering refers to the Dirac matrices only, while the second refers to the color ones.
Again, because of the choice of gauge freedom we cannot set the potential A equal to its value at the point x.
The lowest-order Thomas-Fermi approximation will consist of choosing, for each x, a constant potential that reproduces T Pexp i A~x for small paths beginning and ending at x. As discussed in Ref. 5, one can find a constant gauge transformation and Lorentz transformation that brings an SU(2) potential to the form where only three out of the twelve components are nonzero. Thus there are only three combinations of contours that we can reproduce. With M""=Pexpi IIIC""A. dx -1, where C"" is the square contour of side a as shown in Fig The types of infinitesimal loops around the point x which are combined in these expressions are shown in Fig. 1 . For ordinary potential problems higher-order corrections to the Thon1as-Fermi approximation retain higher-order derivatives of the potential at each point; adding terms linear, quadratic, etc. , in x to the gauge potential would permit us to reproduce the path-ordered integrals for a larger class of loops. The results for the loops presented in Fig. 1 may also be given in terms of the field strengths Ep~e
For non-Abelian theories the field strengths do not determine the field configurations; again, only larger loops will have the property of not being expressible in terms of the F""'s. For the present case the Thomas-Fermi ap- A term behaving as E"+""lm must be subtracted prior to the m' integration and then added on as a logarithmically infinite fermion contribution to the coupling-constant renormalization.
Details of the evaluation are presented in the Appendix. Using the notation
These are the main results of this work. We may immediately transcribe these results to a lattice versian of this problem by regarding the curves of Fig. 1 as going around elementary plaquettes.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Equations (2.11) -(2.13) provide us with an expression for the fermion-loop correction to the free effective action af an SU(2) gauge field theory and for the fermion prapagator. These expressions may be put into a version suitable for a lattice calculation without encountering any problems of doubling of fermion degrees af freedom.
Equation (2.13) is singular for vanishing masses and for potential configurations in which G& is small while Gz and G4 remain finite. Although we cannot present any rigarous results we speculate that these are the configurations that are, in this approximation, responsible for chiral-symmetry breakdown. These matters should be settled by numerical calculations.
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We wish to further evaluate the approximate expression for F given by (2.4a) and (2. Perturbatively (A 1) has infinite zeroth-, second-, and fourth-order terms. They can be subtracted from our expressions for f, and we will do so. For simplicity we will not include them in our expressions until the end, but we will invoke them when convenient. In particular, we choose to drop the constant term e " in (A2). For the p integral to converge, we therefore need eq)eiAl2 for all i .
The p integrations can now be done, giving
The e's were introduced to make the p integration manifestly finite. They will also determine how the integration contours pass around branch paints.
The spatial part of the momentum appears in the ex- 
In the z plane, R has branch points at Z= -rA1 A2 A3 -tE'2 and Z=JAj +l61Aj -l6'2, Which 2 2 2 ' = 2 ' 2 are both in the lower half-plane because of (A6). Since R goes as z for large z, we can do the z integration of the first term in (Al 1), giving zero.
The z integral of RP does not converge. The branch points af RP are again in the lower half-plane, so we can integrate to a cutoff radius r, and close the contour with a semicircle of radius r, in the upper half-plane giving zero, The first term is constant in the A s, so it is removed by the subtractian of the zeroth-order term. The y integration of the second term gives zero. The third is removed by the zerothand second-order perturbative subtractions.
gp can now be taken to zero, and we are left with (A12) This is ill defined.
The terms in (A13) outside of the m' integral cancel the Az-dependent part of this integral. We will show, however, that perturbatively this integral is finite beyond the fourth order. Hence, (A14} must be finite. To have the right units, the sixth-order term must be proportional to m in F. (A14) is independent of m, so it must be zero. By separating the real and imaginary parts of -C2, it can be shown this quantity goes clockwise around the origin as y goes fromao to 00, crossing the real axis once. Thus, if the phaM of -iC is defined to have a positive imaginary part at some real y, it is always positive for real y and so zi is always in the upper half z plane.
From (A16) onward we have dropped e2 since it no longer determines how the integration contours pass around branch points. The z integration contour had to be deformed into the upper half-plane first. Closing it around the pole at z1 and writing I P= (zzi )(zzi) 4(ei iy)- There is a branch point at y = -ie1. The others are all a finite distance away from the origin, on the imaginary axis, so for simplicity we will deform the contour to pass above the origin and let e1 go to zero. which we define as i A-, i and -ik2, , i A-2be, ing below the real axis.
Other branch points are at the roots of 2iy( 4A +m' )+Ai A2 A3 C- (iy) and those of 2iy-( , 'A +-m )+iyAJ2 C(iy-) (A20)
for j=1 -3.
Depending on the phase of -iC, the roots of (A20) could be at iAi -A2, -iA2 Ai, and/or -iA3 Ai
The roots of (A21) could be at 4im'2A&2 and/or at iA& -Ak where i, j, and k are all different.
To find the phase of iC, recall that on the real y axis we chose -iC to have a positive imaginary part. At large positive y, we get ( iy 3 } 1 /2 e is /4y 3 /2
Letting y =rre' and decreasing 8 from 0 toir/2 gives -iC[i (ir")]= irr-3/2 Following a similar procedure but continuing from large negative y gives the iuune result. Since the branch points of -iC are all on the imaginary y axis, the phase will not change as we move up the y axis until y =i A, 2 is reached. Passing this on the left decreases the phase by i, passing it on the right increases the phase by i, so we get that -iC is negative and real for y between zero and i A2on the l,eft and positive and real for y between zero and i A2onthe r. ight (Fig. 2) .
Both (A20) and (A21) can therefore only be zero for y below i A-2 F, . or (A20), since the phase of iC is i,to be zero the phase of the other part must be +i Th. is gives at y = iA -i2A2 (for example) 32&~&2+~12+~m 2 .
(A22} Notice that of the three possible branch points of (A20), only one can actually be a branch point on this sheet of C.
By similar reasoning for (A21), for y = iA i -A2 to be a branch point of j =3, we get the same condition as (A22). If this is a branch point of (A20), it will be one of (A21) and our integrand will vanish linearly. There is therefore only one branch point of the integrand of (A18) on the negative imaginary axis, namely, that ati A, 2
We wish to wrap the integration contour around the negative imaginary axis. At large y the integrand of (A18) goes as y ', but subtracting the term of zeroth order in the A's cancels this divergence. So we are free to distort the contour as stated above.
For y larger in magnitude than A, 2, the integrand is, with y =ir, i~~[2r( -'A2+m -)+C(r) AA A -2]3 3 X g [26 , A +m )+-C(r) re ]'~C-(r) ' (A23) jee$ multiplied by the phase e ' / on the right of the imaginary y axis ande ' / on the left. For this part of thẽ integration, we get dry/r[2r( , ' A'+m')+-C(r) A, 'A, 'A, -']'/' g [2r( , A'+m')+-C(r) rA&'] '"-C(r)-8e (A24) If we continue up the imaginary y axis past i A2, C changes phase as described above. Except for the factor of C the integrand s phase changes by an infimtesimal aniount as we move an infinitesimal distance pasti A, 2. This fixes the phase of the integrand in this region, giving for this piece The phase of C(r) is again, +i fore&A, z and + 1 form&A, z. We still need to regulate the divergent parts. For the r integration, this can be done by subtracting the term of zeroth order in A which is p OO 1 8& "0 v W4m'+r)'" f dr
The m' integration is still divergent. The units of 82f/(Bm2) are m, so the term of nth order in the A's must be proportional to m ". Thus all terms of order greater than four will be convergent, as mentioned before. Subtracting the secondand fourth-order terms gives a finite result. The second-order term is 
